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The Internet Archive
The Internet Archive, (a non-profit organization) is building a digital library of Internet sites and
other cultural artifacts in digital form. Like a paper library, we provide free access to researchers,
historians, scholars, and the general public. They scan entire volumes that are now in the public
domain and make them available online for free.
http://www.archive.org/index.php
Check out their holdings which include:
The three-volume Georgiana Goddard King, The Way of St. James
http://www.archive. org/details/ wayofsaintjames0 1kinguoft
Julius Baum, Romanesque Architecture in France (1912)
http://www.archive.org/details/romanesquearchit00baum
William Worringer, Form Problems of the Gothic (1920)
http://www.archive.org/details/formproblemsofth00worruoft
and much, much more. (With thanks to Syl Nilsen for the tip.)
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Full Screen 360 Degree Virtual Panoramas
Full Screen 360 degree Virtual Panoramas is a weekly feature presented by Hans Nyberg, a
commercial photographer in Denmark. The site features immersive panoramic images also
called VR Photography. An interactive VR panorama can not be seen in a book or on a printed
image. You can only experience the feeling of being at the place and look around, on a computer.
Used to document cultural heritage, VR Photography is an excellent media which can give you a
full view of a church or an ancient temple.
http://www.panoramas.dk/
For an amazing look at Santa Maria Maggiore, see
http://www.panoramas.dk/fullscreen/fullscreen46.html
Cordoba Mosque
http://www.panoramas.dk/fullscreen/fullscreen44.html
Cologne Cathedral
http://www.panoramas.dk/fullscreen5/f51-koeln-dom.html
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